Longevity 15 Life expectancy and
Technology

Homer Simpson famously toasted:
To Alcohol…
The cause of…
and solution to…
all of life’s problems
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But, what about if
Technology is...
The cause of…
and solution to…
life expectancy modelling’s
problems
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Act 1
The need to look forward - not backwards:
How technology may change life expectancy in the future

What might Disrupt life expectancy improvements?

02

01
5. Population level impact
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What might Disrupt life expectancy improvements?
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What did we conclude?

•
•

Analysis for a large UK Pension Plan showed that the impact of these Disruptors could increase
liabilities by up to 40%...
... even after allowing for the diminishing marginal impact on life extension from each technology

•

However, there is material uncertainty around both the likelihood and impact of a number of the
Disruptive technologies

•

And, by definition, this analysis excludes ‘unknown unknowns’ (both positive and negative)

•

Our conclusion: Never before has the possible range of life expectancy outcomes been so great
and so uncertain
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Act 2
How technology can help us better predict longevity
changes

Timeline of development of genome sequencing
2001 - First patent filed on
second generation of DNA
sequencing (Pyrosequencing)

2008 - Second generation of
DNA sequencing technique 2008- A company called Illumina provides its
used (Pyrosequencing)
sequencing technology to the company
23&Me. Costs for a full genome are around
about $350 000

2004 - Completion of Human
Genome Project
2014 - HiSeq X Ten
system launched by
Illumina - cost of
sequencing breaks
$1000 barrier

2008 - Illumina announces
reagent costs of $100,000

2012 - Illumina revenue
reaches $1b per annum
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Source: National Human Genome Research Institute
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When will the Disruptors impact?
Of the 24 Disruptors identified:
• 12 are expected to be with us in the next 5 years
• 6 in 5 to 10 years
• 3 in 10 to 20 years
• 3 in 20 years+
Of the 12 that may emerge in the next 5 years, 4 have
the potential to have a moderate to material positive
(greater than 1 year life extension) impact on life
expectancy:
• Management of lifestyle using real time
technology, including wearables
• Smoking cessation
• 3D printing of replacement organs
• Technology enabled access to care
2019

2119

And 1 that may have a material negative impact:
• Increased isolation and reduced access to care
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Which questions are we trying to answer with different data
sources?
Is there
technology / a
trend available
which could
have an impact
on life
expectancy?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patent Data
Drug approvals/stage trials
Trials undertaken (volunteers)
Drug funding
Regulation
Medical journal output
Share price
Medical job applications

Is there public
interest and
appetite in these
new
technologies?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web usage
Social Media activity
Google Searches
Broader online activity
NHS access
NHS usage (including web,
tech-enabled formats)
Wealth Distribution

Is public interest
translating into
action?

•
•
•
•
•

Medicine sales
Doctor visits
Smoking prevalence
Suicide prevention
Young (male) driver
awareness/safety e.g. take up
of advanced driving test
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Weak Signal Stage Gates

Building a Weak Signal Monitoring framework

R&D

Published Papers

Prototype Working

Deployed commercial product in sector

Financing

VC / Self Finance

Series B +

IPO / Unicorn Valuation

Incumbent interaction

Small Startups only within space

Invest in Commercially Viable Concept

Deployed Commercially viable concept

Regulation

No Interaction

Debated in Commons

FCA Handbook

Market attention

Little or no mentions on earnings calls

Month on month increase in mentions over
6 month period

Spike in mentions over last year, over
[x] standard deviations

Market sizing

0.1% of Incumbent

1% of Incumbent

5% of Incumbent

Structural dependencies

Significant tech dependencies
unsolved

Solo tech dependency

None

Momentum of startups

User Adoption Rate

User Adoption Rate

User Adoption Rate

Incumbent performance

No Customer movement

Marginal Customer Movement

Loss of Core Customer
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Example Weak Signal Monitoring framework
Autonomous Vehicles
R&D
Financing

Current Stage Gate

Score

Prototype being tested in operational environment

Actual system proven in operation

Mature

Unicorn Valuation Achieved - Momenta Beijing based software company.

N/A - Due to maturity stage

Early

Mature

More than one incumbent made major
investment into tech. Toyota and GM

N/A - Due to maturity stage

Nascent

Early

Mature

US, UK and EU passed regulation. Although
not yet moved beyond testing

AV allowed on public roads

Nascent

Early

Mature

Earnings Call mentions starting to plateau,
suggesting waning interest

Earnings calls mention maintain continuous 4
quarter increases.

Nascent

Early

Mature

No AV on commercial market sub 0.1%

1% of Incumbent Market

Nascent

Early

Mature

V2V technology deployed by incumbent
(Toyota since 2015)

V2V connectivity security issues resolved
LIDAR sensor (or alternative) price competitive

Nascent

Early

Mature

No product released

Product launch

Nascent

Early

Mature

No product released

Product launch

Nascent

Early

Mature

Nascent

Early

Nascent

Incumbent interaction
Regulation
Market attention
Market sizing
Structural dependencies
Momentum of startups
Incumbent performance
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Next stage gate
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What is the availability of patent data
Volume of patents over time in life extending therapies
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Combining Patent data and Internet activity
Patent application filed in 2003
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Patent application filed in 2006

Patent application filed in 2012
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What is the public interest in life extending behaviour?
Internet activity in over 50s home work-out, running & yoga videos
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Wearables and associated data
The % of the population set to own wearables is increasing rapidly

Source: GlobalData

Volume of data generated by wearables (Petabytes per month)

Source: Statista

1 petabyte = 1000 terabytes. In 2018 there were 125 petabytes, which equals 125,000 terabytes per month.
For context Wikipedia is roughly 50GB of text.
This means there are roughly 2.5 million Wikipedia’s worth of data being generated monthly by wearables.
PwC
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How can we use technology to analyse vast quantities of data
AI techniques are making new levels of topic modelling, pattern identification and prediction possible

PwC
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What may be possible?
Identification of
Disruptors
Realtime analysis of
Global Medical
Journal publications
and Patent filings

Impact

AI-supported journal
research, patent,
funding and regulation
requirements

Triangulation of data
sources to support
assessment of impact
and uncertainty

Deployment
Societal trend data,
care access and
google searches
PwC

Stage Gate Definition

Progress through
Stage Gates
Funding data, Trial
progress, patent data,
and earnings
information
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Act 3
The PwC Life Expectancy Volatility Index

Factors that contribute to a decrease
in life expectancy uncertainty

Factors that contribute to an
increase in life expectancy
uncertainty

PwC Life Expectancy Volatility Index
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Extension to trials
for new polypill treatment

Gateway passed in genome
disruptor - first US cancer
patient treated using CRISPR
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